CFTR haplotypes in northern Iranian population.
Cystic fibrosis (CF) is a multiorganic autosomal recessive disorder, caused by mutation in cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator (CFTR). CF is highly heterogeneous in Iranian population and molecular diagnosis based on direct identification of mutations is not completely efficient. The use of polymorphic intragenic markers not only can facilitate phenotype prediction in prenatal diagnosis by gene tracking, but also can lead to the demonstration of possible associations between haplotypes and specific mutations. 60 CF patients and 53 fertile normal subjects originating from North of Iran were analyzed for F508del mutation and c.1210-12T(5_9), c.1408A>G and c.744-33GATT(6_8) polymorphisms. c.1210-12T[7] is the most prevalent allele in normal individuals and CF non-F508del patients with 87.7%and 86.7% frequencies respectively. c.1408A>G survey showed that frequency of allele G and A is nearly equal in both non-F508del CF patients and normal individuals. c.744-33GATT(6_8) study showed that 7 repeat is the most prevalent allele in normal individuals and non-F508del CF patients with 80.2% and 82.1% frequencies respectively. The [c.1408A; c.1210-12T[9]; c.744-33GATT[6]] haplotype was only associated with mutant alleles including F508del. The allelic distribution and heterozygosity results suggest that c.1408A>G, c.1210-12T(5_9) and c.744-33GATT(6_8) can contribute to carrier detection and prenatal diagnosis of CF in Iranian families with previous history of the disease.